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The Linguistic Centre

Located in the splendid cliff of Pula, in the South of Sardinia, the linguistic and cultural
centre “unmareditaliano”, has been conceived as an educational laboratory to combine the
acquisition of the Italian language with regional and leisure activities.
In an absolutely friendly and cozy atmosphere, “unmareditaliano” brings together professional teaching methods and innovative learning processes through modern technologies.
The purpose is to highlight the various forms of communication, from written texts to
conversations, going through different audiovisual media. Not forgetting the most beautiful and vivid aspect of the language which is to learn among people: discovering the little
streets of Pula, sitting in a café and why not staying on the beach in front of the marvelous
view that the Mediterranean and the ancient city of Nora with its Phoenician, Carthaginian
and Roman remains have to offer.
The possibility to add cultural, sporting, gastronomic and/or ecological activities to the
courses finishes off the linguistic experience and makes it unique and unforgettable.
Part of the lessons will be held in the spacious classroom, provided with a rich library which
includes among others grammar and exercises books, dictionaries, classics of Italian
literature, cookbooks and travel guides on Sardinia that can freely be consulted by the
students. The linguistic centre is also equipped with a Wi-Fi connection and an IWB (Interactive Whiteboard) which can be used during the lessons by those who have a tablet or a
Smartphone.
The coffee break will take place in the welcoming courtyard which is adjacent to the school
and surrounded by the typical fragrances of the Mediterranean.

The approach is based on the communication.
The teacher’s first priority is the student per se and their educational purposes.
Thanks to a bright choice of educational media, such as the Interactive Whiteboard (IWB),
written texts and oral conversations among others, the teacher will be there to accompany the student in their learning process not as a judge but as a guide.
The lessons will be divided into two parts: on the one hand, the theoretical part (to visit
some grammatical notions and some cultural aspects), on the other hand, the practical
part (according to the needs of the students, it can consist of a conversation/argumentation outdoors, to practice the language among people and in specific situations).

Standard course
These courses are designed for those who want a complete language experience,
focusing not only on the language analysis activities but also on the communicative
and writing tasks.
✔ Language levels A / B / C
✔ 4 hours/day, 20 hours/week
✔ Maximum number of students: 8.

Holiday -Maker Course
This course is designed for those with very little or no knowledge at all of Italian, who
want to learn the basic vocabulary useful in typical holiday situations without
neglecting the Italian culture and civilization.
✔ 2 hours*/day, 10 hours/week
✔ Maximum number of students: 8.

CuciniAmo
This course is designed for food lovers and foodies, that have reached the level A2, who
want to attend a course focused on “cooking”, which allows participants to learn more
about the culture and customs of Sardinia and Italy, starting from different typical
recipes.
✔ 2 hours*/day, 10 hours/week
✔ + 1 encounter in the kitchen
✔ + Maximum number of students: 8.

ParliAmo
This is the ideal course if you want to listen more attentively, speak more confidently
and communicate more clearly. ItalianConversation courses will help you improve all
aspects of oral communication.
✔ 1 hour*/day, 5 hours/week
✔ Maximum number of students: 8.
*Lesson hour 45 minutes
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Pula, a pearl in South Sardinia
With its heritage and its beautiful location, in the middle of the Mediterranean, only a few
meters of the beach, Pula is the ideal place for those who would like to enjoy a linguistic
immersion and a cultural experience. Thanks to the ideal situation, the mild winter, the
warm summer, the hospitality of the people and the variety of the services, Pula can
perfectly meet the needs of adults and children throughout the year.

Accommodation & Excursions
“Unmareditaliano” recommends different types of interesting excursions and accommodations to students. From a vibrant hostel to B&B or wonderful villas and hotels (3,4,5
stars). Choose the accommodation that suits you best*. Remember, the linguistic and
cultural centre UNMAREDITALIANO acts only as an intermediary regarding the lodgings, and
takes no responsibility regarding the relationship between the renter and the student.
You can add the following activities to the lessons:
✔ Diving
✔ Golf
✔ Sailing
✔ Horse riding
✔ Kayak
✔ Cycling
✔ Trekking
*Finding accommodation and excursions is a free service for all students regularly
enrolled.

Where we are located
Pula The village is the right place for those who would like to spend some time far from
the city stress but who also want to enjoy the comfort that a capital city can offer.
Indeed, Cagliari is located at a distance of only 30 km from Pula so that the airport and the
harbor are reachable in a short time.
The public transportation guarantees numerous daily connections but for those who
prefer private transport, “Unmareditaliano”will be glad to book some from the airport to
Pula and vice versa.

Nora As an ancient city of Phoenician, Carthaginian and Roman inheritance, Nora offers
today unique historical places to visit:
✔ the Roman theater, the only one remaining in Sardinia
✔ the impressive thermal baths and their warm waters
✔ the Esculapio temple
✔ God of Health, the archeological site with the tetra-style atrium and some of the most
beautiful mosaics which have been found in the city.
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